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1. Introduction

It has reeently been established that the ionosphere is only part of a signi-
ficantly larger plasma envelope around the Earth, which is called.plasma-
sphere. MOre accurately, the ionosphere is the nearest to the earth-crust
layer, where the .absolute concentration of neuttals, electrons and ions is consi-
derably higher than in the other regions. Considering the ionosphere in this
way as part of the magnetosphere, we come to a new stage in the iono-
spheric investigations, i. e. to investigations oI the dynamic couplings bet-
ween the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. Now it is necessary to revise
our previous concepts, and first of all that on the conditions of the disturb-
ed ionosphere which is to be seen in connection with magnetospheric-iono-
spheric interactions. For example, we could show the ionospheric storms
which were studied before by statistical methods mainly, in the mid- and
low ionosphere. It has been realized in the past few years that a geomag-
netic storm consists of separate elementary storms or substorms, and now
it is possible to investigate and explain the physical nature of the iono-
spheric disturbances. Ttre precipitation of corpuscules in the ionosphere was
considered as a direct consequence of the solar ilares, and not as a purely
magnetospheric process caused by the flare.

Different methods are used in the diagnostics of the magnetospheric-
ionospheric interactions, by which the conditions of the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere are studied separately while at the same time we are look-
ing for the relations between them. In general, we could classify these
methods in two main groups. To the first group, that of ground methods,
belong all classical investigations of the ionosphere and magnetosphere used
during the last few decades. In the second group of methods, which may
be called space methods, the investigations are carried out directly in space
by equipment on..rockets and artificial satellites. Direct measurements are
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thus taken of ttre structural parameters of the plasma concentrations of
electrons, ions and neutrals, in addition to temperature measurements. Here
belorg also the measurements of the various 

-dynamic 
characteristics such

as drift, wind, diffusion, etc. Electric and magneiic fields in the plasma, as
well as various other processes are also measured by space methods.

It should be pointed out, however, that the classification oI these me-
thods in two groups is a very conventional one. .An essential part of the
structural and dynamic parameters of the ionosphere and magnetosphere can
be obtained independently by any one of the two methods. A typical exaruple
ls the measurement of the electron density by ground methods and by
various rocket and satellite mettrods.

We know that the investigation of ihe neutral optical emissions of the
rovides a vast tion about the compli-
al proce,sses w n this medium. In the
icular, the inve mospheric emissions is
information ior ction between the cor-

puscules and the ionospheric plasma.

. Tl,. purpose of this paper is to show the opportunities offered by the
lnvestlgation of the atmospheric emissions for discovering the magnetosphe-
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Fig, l. Energetic terms of the oxygen atoms

ric-ionospheric -relations, mainly as_ regards the subauroral regions -- mid-
and low latitudes. The aurorae will be discussed to the extdnt to which
they are connected with the optical emissions over mid- and low latitudes,
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2, Excitation of the Oxygen Emissions

As is well known, in the intermediate E-F and F regions, i.e. that part
of the ionosphere which is in direct contact with the magnetosphere, the
oxygen atoms are the basic components of the plasma. For that reason,
let us consider the ways of excitation of the oxygen atoms. Fig. I presents
the diagram of the basic energetic terms of the oxygen. It shows that the
nearest to the basic term (3P) and, consequently, most easily excited terms
are tD (energy of excitation 4.17 eV). The restoration of the atom from an
excited state to the normal is achieved bv the transition \P-rD. at which
the red oxygen triplet ,t 6300 A, ,t OgOa A- and ,l 6391 A is emitted, and the
transition 1D-1.t leads to the emission of tbe so-called auroral line with a
lengih of 5577 A.

2.1. The red oxygen Line I ffi00 A

The first line of the triplet with a length of 6300 A is significantly more
intensive compared with the second and ihird lines, and it is the one usu-
ally quoted. This line, called nebular line because of its large propagation
in the nebulas, holds an important place among all airglow emissions.
(Later on we shall explain its popularity.) the basic mechanisms leading to
excitation of the term :tD and, consequently, to emission of ,1 6300 A have
been thoroughly treated in [-6]. These mechanisrrs are the following:

2.1.1. By chenical reactions
The two basic reactions playing an essential role in ihis process are the
dissociative recombinations of Of and NO+:

(1) of-re * O(1D).]-O(3P) op(O[)

o(1s)+o(3P)

O('D)+O(lD)

o(1D)-+-O(15)

(2) NO+ -F € 
- 

O('D) +NeS) a2(NO+)

o(8P)+N(?D)

o(3P)+Nes)

The above reactions reveal that the dissociative recombination of O*
is considerably more productive than that of NO+. It haiTeen theoretically
and experimentally established that at each act of recombination oi Of at
Ieast one of the oxJ/gen atoms has a term tD, while the eificiency of ieac-
tion (2) is by one order lower, i. e. at ten recombinations of NO+ at least
one oxygen atom has a lerm tD.

The dissociative recombinations (l) and (2) have a very high rate. The
rate constaut of the first reae tion a2(Or+) is equal to 2XI0-7.*s s--1, that
of second reaction being 4X10-7cmas-t [7]. Naturally, at such high rates



of dissociation of Or+ and NO+ the reserves should be depleted, but this
does not actually happen. This situation explains the great importance ot
the ion-exchange reactions in the physics of E and F ionospheric regions,
by wliich the stocks of molecular ions are continuously replenished.

O(tD) can be obtained also at triple collision, i. e. at a reaction oi the
Iollowing type :

(3) o('P)+o(3P)+o(3P) 
- 

o(1D)+o2,

but the above reaction is not very probable in reality because of the need
of very high absolute densities of O in the E-F and F regions which ac-
tually do not exist.

The reaction

(4) N('D)+oeP) 
- 

Ne$+o(lD)
plays an essential role in the deactivation of the exciled nitrogen whose
life-time, before emitting, is about 26 hours. On the other hand, the quan-
tity of NeD) is srnall, and this leads to insignificant production of O(1D)
by this reaction.

The same refers to the reaction:

(5) O+(2D)+O('P) -* o+e$+O(lD),
which is very effective at high altitudes.

2.1.2. D issociation of O, according to the reaction:
(6) Or()d:;) * hv 

- 
O(3P) + O(lD).

The solar ultraviolet quantum taking place in this reaction is from the
Schumann-Runge's continuum. Naturally, this reaction is valid only when
the upper atmosphere is lightened directly by the Sun.

2.1.3. Direct electron collision
(7) O(?P)le * o(lD)*e.

An essential part of the red line emission is emitted by the above me-
chanism, mainly during the day. This mechanism plays a definite role in
some extreme cases during the night pre-dawn enhancement, SAR arcs, etc.

Let us see which electrons could take part in reaction (7) for the ex-
citation ol the term LD. No doubt, these electrons should have energy
E)2eV. In Fig. 2 the number of the atoms OeD) are taken from [26],
which number could be produced by one electron with energy 8, at differ-
ent values oi the parameters of the fractional ionization R:N"/t0].

Let us now see where in the ionosphere could there appear electrons
with energy in the range of 2+ 100 eV.

a) Photoelectrons. The observations show that the essential part of the
day einission of ,1 6300 A is due to excitation by ambient phofoelectrons,
produced in consequence oi the absorption of the short-wave solar radia-
tion. At certain particular conditions the photoelectrons play a role during
the night as well, For example, at mid-geomagnetic latitudes in winter, the
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intensity of the red line in the north hemisphere shows a sharp increase
before the local dawn. This phenomenon, observed for the first tiyne by
Barbier in 1959 [3], was interpreted by Cole [8] as an effect of the photo-
electrons arriving from the magneto-conjugate regions (MCR), where the
Sun has already lightened the local
ionosphere. e

b) Superthermal electrons. The
energy of these electrons is more than
2 eV. At daylight conditions, the high-
energy end of the Maxwell distribu-

s is passing to and 0

spectrum of the 5 6

ing the night an ;
the ambient elec- - 5

trons possess ene o .,

doubt, this small e
of the Maxwell s ?

on the electron e

higher the 7", the higher the contri- 2
bution of the local thermal electrons to
the excitation of I 6300 A. Let us j

note here that it is precisely by the
superthermal electrons that some
mignetospheric influences on the iono' l

sphere are achieved, as can be detected
by the red line. The heating of the Fig. 2.
ambient electton gas can be achieved
by Cole thermal conductivity along
the field lines, by dissipation of the energy in the F-region of iono-cyclo-
tron waves generated in the magnetosphere, and by some other ways.

c) Secondary electrons obtained at the precipitation of electron and
proton fluxes.

It is well known that the precipitating electron and proton fluxes from
the magnetosphere provoke ionization of the atmospheric components. The
secondary electrons obtained in this way take part in the elastic and non-
elastic collisions, causing the rise of the neutral and ion temperature, and
to a higher degree, that of 7". At the non-elastic collisions, the vibrational
terms of N2 and O, are excited with higher efficiency, also that of 15 and
especially 1D, for which a very small quantity of energy is necessary. In
actual fact, at the aurora the excitation of the oxygen emissions is per-
formed mainly by secondary electrons.

2.2. The red emission at calm cond,itions

The main generative mechanism of the ,1 6300 A fine during the night is
the dissociative recombination of O/-, according to reaction (l). Barbier and
Glaume [9] obtained a semi-empirical relation between the intensity of the
6300A line and the ionospheric parameters at calm conditions, which ispre-
sented by the following forrnula:

2 3 45 7 ltr1\ 30 50 10Ll

Electror energy, eV

Excitation of O(1D) by electrons
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(8) loeoo: B(f oF), e*p .l -( 
h'F.4L)l'

| \ H 1l

where /eF is.the_critical fre,quency of the layer F, h'F is the height of tbe
layer, H is the density scale, while B and-c are constants dete-rrnined at
simultaneous ionospheric and photometric observations.

serafimgv and .Gogoshev [10] presented in lg72 a generalized theoryof ,t 6300 A radiation"during' th'e 'night. According io--thi, theory, tht
,t 63004 tine emission is a reEult of itr. dissociativ"e recombination.-Som"
basic relations have been obtained between the emission of this line and
the parameters of the F-region. one of the relations is reduced to the for-
mula of Barbier [9], where the constant B already has a physical meaning;
(s) B:t.24xtol.l?,rlorl2ooqet, Z^).

Here the function y(H, Z^) cornprises the half-width of the layer Z*
and the density scale H as well.

In 1975 serafimov and Gogoshev [ll] improved the similar formula
wo.rked out by Peterson [12], reducing iI [o a conveniert form for practi-
cal plrrposes,.with which, besides the-atmospheric model, the knowledge on
the N(ft) profile is also necessary. This formula is:

(r0)/u,oo:s.ozo.a,|1-1No."#####*1-,*rrk1+1(rN,r)
I5C

The experimental verification of formula (10), carried out by simulta-
neous ionospheric -and photometric observations, has shown that if provides
values about the intensity of the red line emission which are the nearest
to those registered experirnentally. By tracing the evolution of the connec-
tions between the red oxygen line and F-region parameter!, our aim was
to show that by the photometric obs:rvations of the I 6800 A emission du-
ring the night we can very well control the basic processes in the F-re-
gion. The accuracy of the photometric data exceeds that of the radiophysic-
al a change of 5-6 per cent, and even 

-less,

of the F-region cannot be detected by verti-
ca only 2 ppr cent in N" can be detected byph e ,1 6300 A line.

2.3. The red.'oxygen emission at geomagnetic actiaity

2.3.1. Strong storrns in the aurora zone
Observations of the red line emission, carried out over a period of many
years at the Ob_s_elvatory of Stara Zagora, Bulgaria l4l, at the Observatory
of Abastumani, USSR [3] and at the Observatory of Zvenigorod, USSR
[1 4] have shown that the mean night intensity of the red line emission,
with the exception of the twilight periods, is within the limits of 20-100R,
under conditions of low geomagnetic activity ((o(2). The increase ^in geo-
magnetic activity leads immediately Lo a sharp rise in the I 6300A enris-
sion intensity. Trutce F5] obtained a relation between D", variations of
the geomagnetic lield and the abnormal rise in the red line intensity. This
relation is the following:
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(11) log /606:BDst *2\ lO-2F-9.17,

where F is the flux of the solar radio-radiation with a length of lo.7 cm
!.0.-" a constant depending o
This r ssible to estimate the to
in the intensity of the .t 630
streng . etic stoinr. For example, during the strong geo-
magnetic storm on 11 February 1958, at D,t:409,1, the energy of the-red
line was about 300 erg/cm2 s.

Let us note here that the abor e relation is valid for geomagnetic
qtorms at which D,t)100 y and at geomagnetic latitudes of moie than 40'.
This important formula no doubt retlectJa definite generative mechanisnr
which is valid only for subauroral zones and also ior a definite region of the
magttetosphere. The action of this mechanism is insignificant during weaker
geomagnetic. storms (D"t'<l00 y) and the observed increase in thelntensity
of the red line must be explained" in another manner. The most probablb
cause for excitation of the 6300 A line, at strong geomagnetic storms, is
the heating of the F-region and the rise of 7',, ln-this cise, as we hive
shown above, there is aq increase in the quantity of the superthermal elec-
trons exciting the ffiOoA line. we shall 'have, "of .ourr., electrons with
e.nergy over 4.16 eV which could excite the green oxygen line as well, but
they would be few and, contrary to the assertion oi Krassovsky [16], the
green oxygen line should have a very lorv intensity. our calculations show
that 

_ 
the intensity of the red line, obtained by the thermal mechanism,

should be by four orders higher than that of the green line. The same ratio
has_actually.been observed during the geomagnetic storm on February ll,
1958, and this confirms the exist6nce oi the thermal mechanism. we -musi

add, horvever, that the cause of the heating of the electron gas in this case
rernains unknown.

2.3.2. SAR-arc s

A full review of the observations of SAR-arcs and their senerative nrecha-
risms is given in [17], In general, these arcs are observed'-ove r mid-latitudes
(Fig. 3) at a height of about 400 km. Their length is several thousand kilo-
metres and their width is several hundred kilonretres. Thev have an inten-
sity of between 100 and 1000 Rayleighs. The most impoitant fact is that
the red arcs are observed in that region of the atmosphere where the pla-
smapause is projected. We assume that the basic generative mechanism is
related to the appearance of the ion-cyclotron waves in the zone where
the asymmetric ring current is spread out in th
dissipation of the energy of these waves in the
of the electron gas and to the corresponding
by the red emission. The exact determination
sounding).can provide very good infornation about the nature of these
electro-magnetic waves, taking into consideration the faci that tbey transmit
their energy to the electron gas depending on the free path of the electron.



2.3.3. Increase oI the red line emission over mid- and low
latitudes
The absence of a sufficient number of stations in the equatorial zone and
in the low latitudes ^makes it impossible for us to assess exactly the be-
haviour of the 6300A emission during the geomagnetic disturbance. In gene-
ral, the satellite observations have shown that at about 10-15', on both
sides of the magnetic equator, there exist
sity of the red oxygen line. (These are
tron concentration related to what is kr
is difficult to maintain that they are c
processes and with the ring current, and that they depend on the geomag-
netic activity.

In 1973, through the observation
of Stara Zagora, quasiperiodical oscill
line were discovered with an average
phase of a geomagnetic storm (Fig.
manovsky [20] pointed out that the
Stara Zagora were the first confirmation of the existence of the theoreti-
cally predicted oscillations with such period, which, in their opinion, are due
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Fig. 3, Schemaiic diagram of the magnetosphere and the regions in 
"rrhich 

the SAR-arcs
are excited

to changes in ion concentrations in the F region during the geomagnetic
storm. eomparitrg the above observations of the atmospheric emissions with
those of the geomagngtic field (at the station in the oval -- Leirvogur and
at the statioriof Pihagyurishte), and also with the data lrom the ionosphe-
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ric station of _Sofia, Gogoshev, Serafirnov, Gogosheva and Kazakov 121,221
have shown that:

a) The time and the periods of
are connected with the substorms in

b) The height of the F-layer has
pulsated synchronously with the sub-
storms.

c) As a consequence of that, the
dissociative recombination, by which
the observed oscillations could be ex-
plained quarrtatively, has been changed.

d) The assumption that electric

the wave oscillations of the glowing
the polar region.

fielils withintensity of 5-10 mV/m are
generated during the substorm in the
mid-latitudes, tallies very well with
the experimental data.

Another example of emission,
increase over the mid-latitudes is the
case which occurred on September 1B/ 19,

197 4. Af ter a comparatively strong
geomagnetic storm during the periodot
l4-17 September,a normalization of the
geomagnetic field was observed. During
theevening hours on September 18/19,
however, there was a single and isolated
sub-storm. About one and a half hours
after that the Obsetvatory at Stara
Zagora registrated a sharp increase of
the intensity of the ,1 6300 A line
reaching 600 R. At the same time, the

E.u rrn

1 r'.\
L:- -'

C:
i':a 10f
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ionograms at the station in Sofia showed the presence of ionospheric hete-
rogeneity, which strongly intensified the dissociative recombination and hence
the glowing of the. red line [23]. It is assumed that the generator of these
moving heterogeneities is located in the polar region, perhaps it coincides
with the auroral oval and increases during geomagnetic activity [24].

3. Conclusion

The influences of the magnetosphere on the mid- and low latitude iono'
sphere which culminate in a rise of the red oxygen line intensity as a final
result, are presented in Fig. 5. It shows that the increase in the ,l 6300 A
line can be achieved through four channels which we denote by the l^etters
A, B, C, D. Naturally, with one single observation only of the ,1 6300 A line
it is impossible to solve this system of equations with four unknown quan-
tities. Therefore, other observations are to be carried out, parallel with the
observations of the red line. First, we must carry out ionospheric observa-
tions of the l- region, by which several structural parameters can be mea-
sured, such as N", tot example, Through N" we could immediately control
the most important channel A (dissociative recombination). Let us assume

f!

18 20 22 00 D2 04
19 21 2.3 0l 03 0!

L rral trmr.r

Fig, 4. An example fot substorms in the
mid-latitude ionosphere
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that the inllux of i
channel consists of
ionosrrheric data are

6300 A emission is passing through the channel .4. This
four secondary channels (/r, A, Ar, .4r). The measured
quite enough for comparisorr and contiol of the secon-

Fig.5. Block-diagram of the basic channils for excitation of the 1ffi004line under
magnetospheric-ionospheric influence

dary channels .4, and Az and for their sufficient discrimination at the same
time. If channels A, and A, are not operating we must check the connec-
tions .Ar, An and--9, C, D as well. No doubt, there exists a definite connec'
iion between channels B, C, A, and ,4a which is unknown. We only know
that the channels B, C, A, and 42 are operating simultaneously. By way
of a qualitative explanation, we could only say that Ar, Az and C, for mid-
latitudes, are'much weaker than B.

The channel C can be controlled in the following way: It is well known
that the precipitation of corpuscules leads to ionization of N, and, at the
same time, to the excitation of the first negative system of Nr+. By obser-
vations of the lines ,13914A or ),42784 we can provide a qualitative est!
mation of the flux of particles and, consequently, of the influx into the
channels B, A, and .4r. Additional information for channel B can be obtain-
ed by parallel observations of some bands of N2 and Or, which are excit-
ed only by secondary electrons. Consequently, the unknown channel is
only D, which can be deterrnined hy observatious as the difference bet-
ween the observed values of I 6300 A emission and the estimated influx of
A, B and C. This difference can immediately give us information about the
electron temperature 7,, by using the graph in fig. 6 [25].

In addition to the analysis given in section 3, the use of a photometric
station can be recommended for the ground diagnostics of the magneto-
spheric-ionospheric influences by thg atmospheric emissions, in which station
the atmospheric emissions i 6300 A, tr 3914 n and one oI the bands of N2
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or 02 are,m_easured. In addition, the use of an ionospheric station also isrecommended, as it can give 
_ 
th.e basic structural paiameters of the F re_gion, with the same time Jesolution.
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ZcnornsonaHr,re arMocQepHnx onrr4qecKux aMr4ccr4rZ

AJrfl AraarHocrHKH r{oHoc+epHo-MarHHTocQepHux cBrrser?

1. Kncnopo.quaa eMlrccufl 6300 A

IVl. M. foeou.tee

(Peamue)

B pa6ore paccMorpeHbr ocHoBnbre flpuqrlubr reHepaqr.ru arMocQepHbrx sMr,rc-
cuft. -Oco6eHHoe BHHMaH?Ie o6paqeuo Ha r(pacHyro Kuc/ropoAHyro JnrHr{ro
6300A, p.ltfr r(oropori ananu3r,rpoBanbr cJreAyroqne MexaHH3Mbr reHeparrur,r:
xHMr{qecKI1Ie npoqeccbr, Ar,rccor{HaIIu" or, HerrocpeAcTBeHHbre SJreKTpoHHble
yAapbr H Ar.{ccorIHaTr.rBHas per(oM6r.rHarlns. B pa6oTe raK)r(e paccMorpeHbr
l]purrHHbl r..r3flyqeHus rrull.r4u Bo BpeMs MarHrrrocoepHbrx cMyrrleHr.rft H B aBpo-
panbHbrx r(pacHbrx Ayrax. CAe.uauo npeAnoxenae Ans AHarHocrHKH r,roHo-
cQepHo-MarnnrocQepHbrx cBs3efi nocpeAcrBoM HsMepeHr.tfl arMoc0epHbrx
onTHqecKHx auflccr4it
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